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Abinnaeus, Flavius, 125
agency

agents and structures, 99–103
collective and individual, 15, 98–9, 122
communities take initiative in interactions with

figures of power, 164–6, 186
of peasants, 148–9, 157, 169, 172
see also decisions, decision-making;

rationality of peasant actions
Agennius Urbicus, agrimensor, 115
agrarian studies, 2, 19–20

of late antiquity, 15–19
agri deserti, 171–2
agricultural partnerships, see collective action;

pittakia
Ammianus Marcellinus, 185
anachôrêsis, 217
Apollo, holy man, 109, 173
Augustine of Hippo

as intercessor in disputes, 54, 142–3
negotiates with peasants, 162
on peasant decision-making, 172, 210–12
and relations between coloni and landlords,

41–2
role as figure of power manipulated, 145–6

Ausonius of Bordeaux, 138, 162
authority, see power, power relations, power

networks

Bagaudae, 187–8
bailiffs, 138, 143, 162, 168
barbarian prisoners of war, 199
barbarians, settlement of, 126
beggars, 199

Caesarius of Arles, 110–11
capitatio, 190
capitatio–iugatio, 190–1, 194
capitula, 71, 214–15
caput, 190, 191
Cassiodorus, 48

change, 20, 22
responses to, 20, 179–80, 225, 228
see alsoChristianity, Christianization; figures

of power; tax system
charitable institutions, 106, 129, 166
charity, 11, 130, 166

limitations of, 11
and patronage, 11
and power, 13
and reputation, 82–3, 89, 166

children, sale of labor of, 41–2
Christianity, Christianization

as agent of change, 23, 228
cult sites and religious communities, 56
impact in rural contexts, 108, 110–11
negotiation of, 162
resistance to, 154–5, 168
as source of conflict, 38–9, 108–9, 144
vision of community includes poor, 128–9

city–country connections, 46, 47–9, 181–2
collective action, 66, 112, 163

enforcement of, 74, 83, 114, 134–5
leads to conflict, 73–4, 112
and risk management, 71–4
within family and household, 42

collective identity, 33, 96, 105, 107, 134, 163
collective responsibility for taxation

advantages for community, 203
advantages for peasants, 71
continuing principle in tax system, 190, 219
further emphasized in late Roman period,

213–16
limitations placed on, 195
and local disputes, 217, 221, 223
registration and, 203

“colonate”
epiphenomenon of registration, 7, 192–3
in historiography of late Roman empire, 18
not a coherent status, 199–200
see also coloni; registration in tax rolls;

tenancy
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coloni
in disputes with landlords, 54
limitations on economic behavior, 203
limitations on landlords’ economic behavior

vis-à-vis, 202
manipulate relationship with landlords, 127, 152
mobility of, 53
nature of relationship with landlords, 162, 200
and peasant marriage strategies, 67
registration and tax system, 7, 192–3, 203
see also “colonate”; registration in tax rolls;

tenancy
communal building, 63, 105, 108
communal identity, see collective identity
community, communities

complementarity of conflict and cohesion
within, 21–2, 149

compliance with relations of dominance, 151–2
composition and expectations, 20, 25, 29–31,

83–4, 111
definitions, vii, 46–7
diversity and complementarity of, 28, 47, 56–7
figures of power disruptive to, 79, 117, 144,

164, 212
figures of power incidental to affairs of, 173–4,

176–7
internal dynamics determine interactions with

figures of power, 134–5, 163–4, 166–7
and multiple figures of power, 145–6
negotiating with figures of power, 154, 156
patrons and, 160
regional, 54–6, 96, 135
religion as focus for, 55–6
resistance to figures of power, 154–5
as risk-management strategy, 62
village only one form of, 46–7
see also conflict, conflict settlement; disputes,

dispute settlement; limited resources;
reciprocity

community leaders, 94, 95, 96, 135
see also elders, council of; seniores

compliance with relations of dominance, 151–2, 163
see also power, power relations, power

networks
compromise, see negotiation
conflict, conflict settlement, 39, 112–19

collective action and, 112–13
figures of power exacerbate, 65
grain storage and, 113
irrigation and, 113–14, 117–18
motivations, 64, 115–16
multidimensional, 115
within communities, 62, 120, 224, 226
within families, 37–9
see also disputes, dispute settlement

consortium, 214, 215
contempt, see distaste, aristocratic, for peasants
crops, as focus of disputes, 85, 116

see also grain storage, as source of conflict
cult sites, 55–6
curiales, 123, 124, 140, 147, 209
as tax collectors, 183–4, 194–5

Daniel the Stylite, 87, 140–1
decisions, decision-making
by agents of the state, 187
definitions of, 98–9
dynamics of group decisions, 99, 103–5, 135
limitations placed upon, by the state, 202, 203
motivations ascribed to peasants, 98
multidimensional, 218–19, 221, 223
risk management in, 211

see also agency; rationality of peasant actions
demonic possession
among members of aristocratic families, 78–9,

139–40
controlling responses to, 155–6
as resistance to figures of power, 87–8, 101–3, 164

disputes, dispute settlement, 65, 213, 222
between tenants and landlords, 143, 204, 205
in collective action, 74
by figures of power, 113, 117–18, 143
multidimensional, 65, 66–7, 95
recourse to courts, 204, 223

see also conflict, conflict settlement; friends,
friendship

distaste, aristocratic, for peasants, 138, 157, 159,
160, 162, 172

economic regimes, 16
Edict on Maximum Prices, 53
elders, council of, 93–4

see also community leaders
enforcement, see collective action; decisions,

decision-making
Epistula ad Salvium, 151
exchange, see gift-giving; reciprocity

family, definition, 34–6
see also household, definition; lifecycle

family life, norms and expectations, 37, 40, 42, 97
field management, 171–2, 193
figures of power, 108, 122–34
disruptive, 79, 117, 144, 163–4, 212
incidental to affairs of communities, 173–4, 176–7
novelty, 137, 147, 154

fiscal system, see tax system
friends, friendship, 69–71, 78, 84, 97
and dispute settlement, 63–4

fundus Thogonoetis, 54, 146
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Genovaefa of Paris, 93
Germanus of Auxerre, 52, 93
gift-giving, 63, 106

and patronage, 164, 186
see also reciprocity

gossip, 86, 87–9, 101
as resistance, 87–9

grain storage, as source of conflict, 113
see also crops, as focus of disputes

Gregory of Nazianzen, 137
Gregory of Nyssa, 12, 52
Gregory of Tours, 56

habitus, 100, 102
headmen, village, see community leaders
honorific inscriptions, 165
household

composition, 43–4
definition, 34–5, 42–3
see also family, definition; lifecycle

ignorance, aristocratic, of peasants, 22, 32, 91, 136,
169, 211

incidental interactions between peasants and the
powerful, 167–75

invasio, 172
irrigation, as source of conflict, 113–14, 218
Isidorus, Aurelius

collective economic activities of, 71–2
multidimensional disputes of, 95, 222–3
names enemies, 85, 116
and peasant friendships, 69–70

iugatio, 181, 190, 202, 216
see also capitatio–iugatio

iugum, 190, 191, 215

Jerome, 82, 84, 87
Jews, 106, 109–10, 166

kinship, 30, 42, 64

labor market, 54
labor, organization of, 16, 170
land

as basis for taxation, 71, 169, 189, 192, 202, 208, 215
fictitious transfers, 208–10

landlords
collect taxes, 200–1, 204
relations with tenants, 54
see also bailiffs

legislation, 6–8
aims, 7, 8
codification, 7

Libanius
on aristocratic abuse of power relations, 150

on composition of rural communities, 96,
105–6, 108

disputes with tenants, 147, 164
on disruption caused by figures of power, 124
on negotiation between figures of power, 123
on new figures of power, 137
on taxation and patronage, 9, 160, 219, 222

lifecycle, 34, 43–4, 95, 97
see also family, definition; household,
definition

limited resources, 84, 85, 129
see also community, communities; gift-
giving; reciprocity

Maësymas, holy man
as figure of power, 106
negotiates with other figures of power, 145, 147,

152, 163
markets, 29, 53
marriage, 53, 133, 219
marriage strategies, 69
Martin of Tours

disruptive to communities, 78–9, 109
incidental to affairs of communities, 173
peasants incidental to affairs of, 174–5
resistance to, 87–8, 101–3, 143–4, 154–5

Maximus of Turin, 106, 108, 135
methodology, 2, 15, 226–8

between grand theory and micro-study, 2, 18
comparative method, 1
complementary axes of analysis, 149–50
“constellation of the possible,” 23–4, 33
multiscalar analysis, 26, 56–7, 105
relational approach, 20, 26, 86, 100–1, 227
theory and evidence, 25–6

mobility, 46
between city and country, 46, 49, 129
facilitated by landlords and patrons, 54
and marriage strategies, 69
motivations for movement, 219–20
reasons for movement, 53–4
and regional communities, 49, 52–3, 54–6, 96
as risk management strategy, 169
and tax system, 193

munus, munera, 191–2, 194–5, 203, 209, 214
mutual exploitation, of peasants and powerful,

157–8, 164–6, 197, 205
see also negotiation

naming of enemies, 85, 103, 116, 221
see also conflict, conflict settlement; disputes,
dispute settlement

negotiation
between clients and patrons, 128, 134–5, 147,

158–60, 162
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between figures of power, 131, 140–1, 163, 182, 183
between individuals and groups, 91, 103, 116,

177, 226
between state and citizens, 181–2, 220
of inequality, 111
see also mutual exploitation, of peasants and

powerful

oblatio, 39–40
origo, 181, 191–4, 196, 215, 220

and consortium, 214
see also collective responsibility for taxation;

state, creation of tax collectivities; tax system

Pachomius, 131
Palestinian Talmud, 82, 89, 106
Palladius, agronomist, 42, 139
Palladius, holy man, 88–9
Patrocinium, 206–12

historiography and sources, 5–7
and legitimacy of figures of power, 160–1
not a coherent phenomenon, 206–7, 211–12
peasant decision-making and, 10, 209–11
and tax system, 19, 201, 206, 209
transfer of ownership in, 207–8
see also power, power relations, power

networks; tax system
patronage

as competitive undertaking, 121, 143, 162–3
definition, 148
expectations, 161–6, 186
performance of, 160, 163
and the tax system, 209
and tenancy, 126–7, 198–201
see also power, power relations, power

networks
patrons

bishops and ecclesiasts, 128–33
curiales, 123
holy figures, 127–8
imperial officials, 123–4
military, 124–6
see also figures of power; power, power

relations, power networks
Paulinus of Nola, 55
peasant, definition, 20–1, 27–9, 31–2
peasant economy, 20
pittakia, 71–2
poor, poverty, 11, 31, 137, 166

and aristocratic self-representation, 128–9
in Christian vision of community, 128–9
contradictory characterizations of, 12
focus of Christian attention rather than

peasants, 10–11, 129–30
see also charitable institutions; charity

possessio sub patrocinio, 207–8, 209
power, power relations, power networks, 14, 20,

22, 169
complementary, 126
and dependence, 174–5
dominance in, 136, 150–1
in hagiographical literature, 13–14
incoherence, 22, 122, 153, 167–8, 176,

187, 211
legitimacy in, 121, 128, 158, 160–1, 167,

175–6
local power structures, 122, 147
multidimensional, 132–3, 161, 175, 228
persuasion in, 162
within families, 40–2

see also compliance with relations of
dominance; resistance to figures
of power

Prudentius, 55

Querolus, Querolus
composition of household, 41
on curiales, 184
and peasant friendships, 70–1, 84
on reputation construction, 86–7

Rabbula of Edessa, 81, 82, 130–1
rationality of peasant actions, 20
multidimensional calculus in, 104–5, 209
not purely economic, 24, 27, 149
prior to demands of state or landlords, 169,

172, 211
subsistence and profit in, 98
uniqueness of, 27

see also agency; decisions, decision-making
reciprocity, 11, 75–84
and charity, 82
definitions of, 75–7
and exchange, 77
exploited and manipulated, 77–8,

80–1, 107
fictions of reciprocity, 82
and gift-giving, 81
ideals and realities, 78–80, 105
and reputation, 80, 117, 227
and risk management, 60, 80, 227

see also charity; gift-giving
registration in tax rolls, 151, 169–70, 172,

202–4
advantages for tenants, 204–5

see also “colonate”; coloni; tenancy
religious festivals, 105–7

see also Christianity, Christianization
religious pluralism, 109–11

see also Christianity, Christianization
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Remigius of Rheims, will of
and makeup of peasant households, 43–4
and peasant marriage strategies, 68–9
and peasant social networks, 74

rent
arrears, 156, 204
and taxes as one payment, 200–1
see also disputes, dispute settlement;

landlords; tenancy
reputation, 83–9, 106

and authority, 135, 160
and communal expectations, 84
definition, 86
and reciprocity, 227
and risk management, 60, 84, 86, 227

resistance
to figures of power, 128, 139, 144, 152–8, 219, 221
to taxation, 169, 180, 188
see also power, power relations, power

networks
risk, risk management, 3, 58–9, 60–74, 111, 226

definitions, 60
manipulation of household composition, 62
in peasant decision-making, 3, 27, 59, 117,

210, 211
and reciprocity, 60, 107, 227
and reputation, 60, 86, 227
and risk-response strategies, 61
social networks in, 63–5, 74, 85, 111, 181
social risk, 60, 62–3, 73–4
subsistence risk, 60, 73
and tax system, 170, 198
tenancy and land ownership in, 202–5
see also rationality of peasant actions

rumor, see gossip

Sakaon, Aurelius
collective economic activities of, 72
composition of household, 35
conflict within family of, 37–8
decision-making of, 103–4
marriage strategies of, 65–7
multidimensional disputes of, 113–14, 220–2
regional community of, 95–6

Salvian of Marseilles
on aristocratic abuse of power relations, 151, 188
on peasant decision-making, 10–11, 152, 165,

205, 210–12
on role of women in households, 45
on taxation and patronage, 160

self-representation, aristocratic, 9, 167, 173
and conflict between figures of power, 102
and construction of family, 68
and poor, 129
carefully constructed, 9, 69, 176, 200

manipulated by peasants, 123, 136–7, 138–9
multidimensional, 159–60, 161
shared by Christians and pagans, 13, 128
see also figures of power; patronage; patrons;

power, power relations, power networks
seniores, 93–4

see also community leaders
settlement patterns, 47–52, 95–6, 212

in the eastern provinces, 51–2
in the western provinces, 49–51
see also community, communities

Severinus of Noricum, 45, 83, 89, 113
Shenoute, 131
shepherds, 30–1
Sidonius Apollinaris

and aristocratic self-representation, 50, 159
construction of family, 68
as figure of power, 130, 132–3
as patron for peasants, 54, 159
and peasant marriage strategies, 67–8
relationship with peasant manipulated, 157–8

Simeon the Mountaineer
disruptive of community, 109, 144–5

Simeon the Stylite
as figure of power, 137
and internal dynamics of communities, 85,

134–5
and peasant friendships, 70
and violence in the countryside, 168–9

slaves, slavery, 16, 133
in families, 40–1, 43–4
vocabulary of, in tax system, 200

social networks, 63–74
and collective economic activity, 71–2
and marriage, 68
and risk management, 63–5, 73, 74, 226
multidimensional within communities, 73, 84
to multiple types of community, 135
see also collective action; collective

responsibility for taxation; friends,
friendship; kinship; state, creation of tax
collectivities

socio-economic differentiation, 92–7
community leaders and, 93–4, 95
difficult to recover, 29, 92, 97
inclusive and exclusive communities, 96–7, 105
manipulation of, 106–8
and marriage strategies, 66
negotiation of, 105

Socrates of Constantinople, 166
soldiers, 168–9

see also violence
sources and source problems, 1, 4–15
state

administrative reforms of, 182–3
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creation of tax collectivities, 190, 195–6
imposition of imperial officials upon

municipalities, 183
intervention in tax practices of municipalities,

179, 184–5, 189, 194
oversight of relations between landlords and

tenants, 199, 205
personal nature, 185–7
see also “colonate”; negotiation, between

state and citizens; Patrocinium; tax
system; tenancy

suspicion, of outsiders, 128
Symeon the Elder, holy man, 116
Symmachus

distaste for peasants, 137, 159
negotiates with other figures of power, 138
as patron for tenants, 127, 161, 165, 206
and rent arrears, 156

tax evasion, 81, 160
and local disputes, 38, 65, 104, 140, 153, 205,

216–24
tax system, 2, 23, 189–97, 228

aims of, 169–71, 189, 193–4, 203, 210
effects, 178–9, 217–18, 219
novelty, 180
opportunities for peasants, 197, 198,

204–5, 217
personnel, 178–9, 183–5

and social networks, 179–81, 188–9, 193, 196–7,
212–13, 215–16, 224–5

and tenancy, 200–1
see also “colonate”; coloni; curiales, as tax

collectors; Patrocinium; registration in tax
rolls

tenancy, 9, 16, 198–9
collective, 73, 107, 112, 198, 214
disputes over, 9, 143, 147, 205
and land ownership complementary strategies,

202, 212
and patronage, 10, 43, 124, 126–7, 138, 151, 159,

161, 165, 198–201
registered, 7–8, 18, 133, 151, 169–70, 192, 193,

202–5
as risk management strategy, 28, 136, 152, 165,

197, 202–6
see also coloni; landlords; rents

Theodore of Sykeon, 45, 163–4
Theodoret of Cyrrhus, 75

violence
in communities, 224
in countryside, 62, 168–9, 219
in power relations, 125, 144, 153–4, 168
in relations between state and citizens, 185
in tax system, 168, 204

women, role in household, 42, 45
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